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Near-Solid or Light Color Shade Textures

It is expected that the joint lines of solid and/or near-solid modular carpet tiles will be visible. This is not 

considered or accepted as a product defect, because it is due to the inherent characteristic of a 

geometric modular shape. It is the same as you will see in other modular flooring materials, such as 

wood planks, resilient (LVT) and/or hard floor (e.g.: Homogenous, ceramic, etc.,). 

To support a satisfactory outcome to our client’s project, our website, sample folder and collection 

portfolio specifications will advise the recommended installation configurations for either a 50cm x 50cm 

Square and/or 25cm x 100cm Plank module.

 

The most popular configurations for 50cm x 50cm Square Modules are as shown here;

However, please refer to the individual Collection sample folder or Website specification for the manufac-

turers recommended configuration(s) that apply to each particular pattern to achieve the desired 

outcome. 

Solid plain color modular tiles

For 50cm x 50cm Square solid color tile, we recommend a checkerboard installation. For 25cm x 100cm 

Plank solid color tile, we recommend a herringbone installation. These installations create a subtle texture 

on the floor by utilizing the visibility of the seams. 

However, if you prefer a carpet tile that masks most joints, then it is recommended to select an alternative 

CI Collection that has a higher contrast of pattern, texture & color, which naturally disguises and will 

mitigate the visibility of modular tile joints in most applications. 

Due diligence of Flooring Contractor

The information shared are “recommendations” only and the installation flooring contractor must always 

dry-lay an area of approximately 4 cartons (20m2) and obtain the approval and sign-off by the Interior 

designer and project manager, before proceeding with a permanent application. Irrespective, during 

installation the carpet installer must be responsible to observe any ‘bold’ patterning lines occurring where 

the same color (dark or light) of edge yarn creates a noticeable wider line at the butt-join and relocate the 

adjacent module into another position.

For specific instructions or advice, please consult your local Carpets Inter representative Office.

Monolithic 1/4 Step

The most popular configurations for 25cm x 100cm Plank Modules are as shown here;


